A life-long investment...  
...needs protecting.

Kowa Protective filter

Harsh environments such as sand and salt at the coast, an accidental fall from a tripod or contact with a sharp object can all damage the most sensitive and valuable area of a spotting scope - the objective lens, often causing irreparable damage to the coatings and the actual lens itself.

Damage to the front objective lens can drastically reduce the optical performance of your scope and is one of the most costly repairs to rectify, especially if you own a Kowa pure fluorite crystal model. Often the only option is to completely replace the front objective lens at great cost.

This type of damage is not covered by the manufacturers warranty meaning a possible expensive and lengthy repair.

Kowa recommends the use of a protective filter to protect a Kowa spotting scope. All Kowa spotting scopes are conveniently fitted with a filter ring* (*a feature often not included in other manufacturers models) allowing the connection of a filter.

This low cost accessory will help drastically reduce the risk of objective lens damage, avoid costly repairs and ultimately prolong the life and enjoyment of your spotting scope.

It's the perfect accessory for any Kowa spotting scope owner.

The Kowa TP-95FT filter

helps to protect the pure fluorite crystal objective lenses of the Kowa TSN-880 series, Telephoto lens and High Lander binoculars, featuring oil and water repellent coatings - it makes the perfect accessory for any owner of these premium optics.

All Kowa spotting scopes incorporate a filter ring*. Visit our website for more information on filter thread sizes for a specific model.

www.kowaproducts.com

*Excludes Kowa TSN-500 series.
Total protection, which ever way you look at it...

Kowa Eyepiece cover

At the opposite end of the spotting scope lies another area of vulnerability. The eyepiece, like the objective lens, is also exposed to the full fury of mother nature. Including harsh weather and other degrading environmental conditions. The delicate coatings are at risk of being scratched by the elements as well as the user themselves for example spectacle wearers, persistent handling and insufficient storage or transportation.

As with the objective lens, the eyepiece is pivotal for peak performance of your spotting scope, it is also an expensive part to replace. The Kowa TSN-CV88 and TSN-CV66 are a perfect addition to a Kowa scope and part of the Kowa System protective accessory range. The TSN-CV series simply screw on to the eyepiece and replace the standard removable eye-relief cap.

Ergonomic and comfortable viewing rubber encases a layer of see-through protection glass, forming a see-through protective barrier between the eyepiece optics and external elements.

The Kowa TSN-CV88/66 is extremely easy to fit. Simply unscrew the standard eyepiece eye-relief cap and replace with TSN-CV88/66.

Kowa TSN-CV88
Eyepiece cap with protection glass for Kowa TSN-880/770 spotting scopes. Compatible with current TE-11WZ (25-60x) eyepiece and also historical models TE-10Z (20-60x) and TE-17W (30x).

Kowa TSN-CV66
Eyepiece cap with protection glass for Kowa TSN-660/600/82-SV spotting scopes as well as many historical models. Compatible with current TSE-AZ (20-60x) eyepiece and TSE-14WD (30x). Also compatible with TSN-550 series and Highlander eyepieces with 30x / 21x / 50x magnification plus other historical eyepieces.

Find out more at www.kowaproducts.com
Follow the Kowa System story at #KowaSystem